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What's In A Name - Poultry Terminology 

Knowledge Assessment 

Test your knowledge. Whether you have already read the article "What's In A Name" and want to see how much you 

learned or you want to see how knowledgeable you are before you read it, the following test will gauge your expertise in 

Poultry Terminology. There should only be one letter answer to correspond to each numbered question, however the letter 

answers may be used on more than one numbered question blank. The number in parentheses behind the letter answer tells 

you how many times that letter will be used as an answer. Choose the BEST answer and Have fun! 

1. _II__ Badelynge 

2. _O__ Biddy 

3. _II__ Brace 

4. _L__ Broiler 

5. _G__ Brood 

6. _H__ Broody 

7. _II__ Bunch 

8. _OO_ Cob 

9. _FF__ Confusion 

10. _K___ Capon 

11. _E___ Chick 

12. _P___ Chook 

13. _F___ Clutch 

14. _A___ Cock 

15. _C___ Cockerel 

16. _QQ__ Cygnet 

17. _II___ Dover 

18. _GG__ Drake 

19. _HH__ Duckling 

20. _SS___ Fleet 

21. _UU__ Flight 

22. _Q___ Flock 

23. _M___ Fryer 

24. _MM_ Gaggle 

25. _JJ___ Gander 

26. _V___ Gang 

A. An adult male chicken (2) 

B. An adult female chicken, turkey, duck or pigeon 

C. An immature male chicken, generally under one year of age 

D. An immature female chicken 

E. a baby chicken (2) 

F. A group of baby chicks or eggs 

G. To care for baby chicks or eggs 

H. A hen that is actively sitting on eggs with the intent to hatch them 

I. A term meaning the sex of the chick is unknown (2) 

J. A term meaning the sex of the chick has already been determined 

K. A castrated male chicken 

L. A chicken raised specifically for its meat 

M. A young meat type chicken 

N. A hen that is no longer laying eggs 

O. A slang term for a young laying hen 

P. Australian term for a chicken 

Q. A group of chickens, wild turkeys, guinea fowl, ducks or pigeons 

R. An adult male turkey (2) 

S. A young male turkey 

T. A young female turkey 

U. A baby turkey 

V. A group of domesticated turkeys (2) 

W. An adult male peafowl 

X. An adult female peafowl 

Y. A baby peafowl 

Z. A group of peafowl (3) 
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27. _R___ Gobbler 

28. _KK__ Goose 

29. _LL__ Gosling 

30. _AA__ Guinea Cock 

31. _CC__ Guinea Cockerel  

32. _BB__ Guinea Hen 

33. _DD__ Guinea Pullet 

34. _B___ Hen 

35. _RR__ Herd 

36. _S___ Jake 

37. _T___ Jenny 

38. _EE__ Keet 

39. _UU__ Kit 

40. _FF__ Mob 

41. _Z___ Muster 

42. _Z___ Ostentation 

43. _II___ Paddling 

44. _Y___ Peachick 

45. _W__ Peacock 

46. _X___ Peahen 

47. _E___ Peep 

48. _PP__ Pen 

49. _U___ Poult 

50. _Z___ Pride 

51. _D___ Pullet 

52. _II___ Raft 

53. _V___ Rafter 

54. _FF__ Rasp 

55. _A___ Rooster 

56. _J___ Sexed Chicks 

57. _NN_ Skein 

AA. An adult male guinea fowl 

BB. An adult female guinea fowl 

CC. A Young male guinea fowl, under one year of age 

DD. A young female guinea fowl, under one year of age 

EE. A baby guinea fowl 

FF. A group of guinea fowl (3) 

GG. An adult male duck 

HH. A baby duck 

II. A group of ducks (7) 

JJ. An adult male goose 

KK. An adult female goose 

LL. A baby goose 

MM. A group of geese NOT in flight 

NN. A group of geese in flight (2) 

OO. An adult male swan 

PP. An adult female swan 

QQ. A baby swan 

RR. A group of swans in the wild 

SS. A group of swans in captivity 

TT. A baby pigeon (2) 

UU. A group of pigeons 

 

 

58. _N___ Spent 

59. _TT__ Squab 

60. _TT__ Squeaker 

61. _I___ Straight Run 

62. _II___ Team 

63. _R___ Tom 

64. _I___ Unsexed Chicks 

65. _NN_ Wedge 




